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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter contains two sections. The first section is conclusions in which the 

research analysis is summarized and concluded. The second section is suggestions in which 

particular matters are suggested to other researchers. 

 

5.1.  Conclusion 

Based on the analysis in Chapter IV, the following findings can be drawn to answer 

the problem formulation in Chapter I. The first research question is: What are the types of 

swear words used in Mac & Devin Go To High School movie? Based on the analysis in 

Chapter IV, the types of swear words found in the movie are various. The types are 

Epithets, Profanity, and Vulgarity/Obscenity. From the analysis, the swear words belong 

to epithets are a bitch, fucker, skinny dick, fuckin’ nerd, motherfucker, super freak, nigga, 

dumbass nigga, fuckin’ bitch, punk ass, and bullshit. Meanwhile, dang, damn, and hell 

included in profanity. Last, the word belongs to vulgarity/obscenity is fuck, shit, suck, ass, 

shit off and fuck up. Based in Mac & Devin Go To High School movie the most types of 

swearwords that are found is vulgarity/obscenity which appear 51 times. It means that the 

characters prefer use dirty, sexual, or bodily function content for swearing rather than other 

types. There also rare swear words belong to epithets such as skinny dick and super freak 

that uttered by the characters. As far as we know it is possible the brand new swear words 

will appear based on culture and community that can be popular in daily usage. 
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The second research question is: What is the function of swear words that found in 

Mac & Devin Go To High School movie? The function of swear words in the movie are 

expletive, abusive, humorous, and auxiliary. All of them appear in conversations which are 

spoken by characters in the movie. Almost all of the characters swear and each of swear 

words is uttered by characters has different function based on the situation and purposes. 

The most of swearwords that uttered by characters in the movie contains function as 

auxiliary. Auxiliary swear words appear 85 times based on its usage which mean that the 

characters in the movie often swearing as their way of speaking or to add their utterances 

with swear words because it is cool and trendy. 

The types of swear words have relation with its function. When using swear words, 

the characters have intention. Some types of swear words may have a different function 

based on its situation and purposes. Epithets can be expletive, abusive, or humorous. 

Profanity type is mostly expletive or abusive. Vulgarity/Obscenity can be expletive, 

abusive, or auxiliary. In the movie, auxiliary swear words often occupied by 

vulgarity/obscenity. 

 

5.2.  Suggestion 

The writer of this study acknowledges that this thesis is still incomplete. The movie 

as a material of research just based on scenario and it is not natural. For other writers who 

are interested in studying about swear words, the writer would like to suggest that they can 

analyze swear words that having natural behavior like on YouTube channel, reality show, 
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or they can make comparison between swear words on their country and foreign country. 

Moreover, they can analyze the swear words from a different point of views. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


